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Description

PSR-18 [1] HTTP Client is useful in generic middlewares or request handlers, as the PSR-18 interfaces allow to create HTTP

requests based on PSR-7 message objects without relying on a specific HTTP client implementation.

Gains for TYPO3 extensions:

While TYPO3 already contains GuzzleHTTP (provided by RequestFactory->request()), PSR-18 allows TYPO3 extensions to include

generic PSR-15 middlewares/handlers from external packages (which may already make use of PSR-18 to perform HTTP requests).

The already existing GuzzleHTTP client could be used as (default) backend for the implementation of the PSR-18 ClientInterface.

That means all current HTTP settings would be used as before. No migration required.

[1] https://www.php-fig.org/psr/psr-18/

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #93573: Use native guzzle PSR-18 implementation Closed 2021-02-23

Associated revisions

Revision ba9ac6f9 - 2019-09-24 10:32 - Benjamin Franzke

[FEATURE] Provide implementation for PSR-18 HTTP Client

The implementation of the PSR-18 ClientInterface is provided

as an adapter to the existing GuzzleHTTP Client. Therefore

existing configuraton settings will be reused.

As our current Guzzle wrapper (RequestFactory->request)

has support for passing custom guzzle per-request options,

we do not deprecate this method but add the PSR-18 implementation

as a more generic alternative.

Once GuzzleHTTP supports PSR-18 natively we can (and will)

drop our adapter and point to Guzzles native implementation

in our dependency injection configuration.

Therefore, this adapter is marked as internal and extensions

are being instructed to depend on the PSR-18 interfaces

only.

composer require psr/http-client:^1.0

Releases: master

Resolves: #89216

Change-Id: I0f2c81916a2f5e4b40abd6f0b146440ef155cf00

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>

Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>

Revision 997c0661 - 2021-03-10 22:25 - Benjamin Franzke

[TASK] Use native Guzzle PSR-18 implementation
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Back when the PSR-18 implementation was added in #89216 we

promised to replace our PSR-18 client wrapper once Guzzle

supports PSR-18 natively.

The intention was to point our dependency injection (DI)

alias configuration for the PSR-18 client interface to

guzzles native implementation once available.

Due to the major Guzzle update (to v7) in #92995, the PSR-18

interface implementation became available and therefore

the previous client wrapper is now dropped and DI

configuration is adapted accordingly.

We keep the existing unit tests to verify compatibility

between GuzzleHTTP client and our PSR-7 request stack.

`provide.psr/http-client-implementation` is dropped from

composer.json as this is now set by guzzlehttp/guzzle.

Resolves: #93573

Related: #89216

Related: #92995

Releases: master

Change-Id: Idcdf2e429019c60c14e93e954cd9fa45c6c57fbf

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/68057

Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

History

#1 - 2019-09-20 22:31 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

#2 - 2019-09-21 14:13 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

#3 - 2019-09-23 15:53 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

#4 - 2019-09-23 19:48 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

#5 - 2019-09-23 22:39 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 7 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61567

#6 - 2019-09-24 11:00 - Benjamin Franzke

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset ba9ac6f94bc1ec545a0e7a5a76a521fb5aae579e.

#7 - 2019-12-23 22:42 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#8 - 2021-02-23 13:02 - Benjamin Franzke

- Related to Task #93573: Use native guzzle PSR-18 implementation added
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